Introduction
============

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) are systems that allow controlling computers or external devices directly through changes in brain activity, serving as a technical bypass for a dysfunctional neuromuscular system ([@B28], [@B28]). Much of the pioneering work on BCIs was centered on the attempt to enable patients with a locked-in syndrome following amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to communicate and interact with their environment through focused attention ([@B58]; [@B21]). The technology of non-invasive BCIs based on electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings has reached a level of technological and usability readiness for independent application by end users and their caregivers. Nowadays, studies have demonstrated the feasibility of BCIs to control robotic arms ([@B32]), arm orthotics ([@B40]) combined with functional electrical stimulation (FES) ([@B49]) or electrical wheelchairs ([@B12]) in order to compensate the loss of basic motor functions in individuals suffering from severe motor disabilities.

In applications where motor functions are directly substituted by assistive devices such as robot arms or neuroprostheses, it is desirable to establish an intuitive BCI control with brain signals originating in the motor cortex. The most prominent changes in brain activity associated with the generation of motor behavior can be detected in the area of the sensorimotor cortex when non-invasive recordings are performed ([@B2]). The mu rhythm (8-13 Hz) is such a characteristic oscillation measured in the EEG and can be described as a sensorimotor cortical equivalent to the generic occipital alpha rhythm. The mu rhythm reflects the modulation or transfer of sensorimotor information in the process of motor preparation and execution ([@B42]; [@B25]). Likewise, it is increased during physical rest, i.e., in a state of sensorimotor cortical idling and attenuated with onset of physical activity ([@B22]; [@B3]). Furthermore, alterations of the mu rhythm occur in relation to the somatotopic organization of the sensorimotor cortex permitting the distinction of brain activity associated with movement of different limbs ([@B60]). Most important, however, it has been demonstrated that people are able to attenuate their mu rhythm merely through mental simulation of motor actions without actually performing the movements after some practice ([@B59]). Thus, the mu rhythm is a suitable candidate to realize natural and intuitive BCI control as it originates in the sensorimotor cortex and its modulation is directly associated with the user's intention to perform motor actions. Indeed, the analysis of the mu rhythm has been implemented in various forms during the attempt to establish BCI control ([@B57]; [@B38]; [@B59]). However, attenuation of the mu rhythm is not exclusively related to the generation of motor commands. Instead, pure somatosensory stimulation in absence of movements or motor imageries also leads to attenuation of the somatotopic mu rhythm ([@B36]; [@B52]; [@B5]). Thus two different components involved in the generation of physiological motor control are indicated by an attenuation of the mu rhythm: (1) the imagination and execution of motor actions in the motor cortex and (2) the processing of afferent feedback in the sensory cortex.

In recent times, there are considerations that BCIs could be used as rehabilitative rather than assistive technology ([@B9]), e.g., to support upper limb motor recovery in stroke patients ([@B1]; [@B44]). After stroke, the brain undergoes complex pattern of injury-related reorganization, compensating some of the structural damage, eventually leading to spontaneous recovery of motor function in some patients ([@B16]; [@B4]; [@B15]). However, this intrinsic capacity of the brain to compensate damage is limited ([@B15]) and a full motor recovery is more an exception than a rule. Stroke rehabilitation therapies are mainly based on the concept of motor learning that requires patients to perform specific motor tasks (MTs; [@B20]). Most patients are limited in their abilities to execute a movement properly or in the worst case, are unable to perform any movement. In this regard, BCIs offer the possibility to identify the patient's movement intention without movements being present. The BCI-detection of the movement intention enables the possibility for motor training through an orthotic or FES device that moves the limb according to the movement intention, simultaneously generating sensory feedback, closing the sensorimotor loop ([@B14]; [@B54]) and therewith promoting the intrinsic capacities of neuroplastic reorganization through motor learning ([@B31]; [@B20]). Several studies investigated the user acceptance concerning invasive and non-invasive BCIs, concluding that non-invasiveness is a high-priority design requirement even in the development of assistive neuroprosthetic devices ([@B7]; [@B56]). It can be expected that end user and health professionals' acceptance is even lower for invasive BCIs when the system is used as a rehabilitative device within the limited and usually foreseeable time schedule of motor training after central nervous system injury. Thus, rehabilitative neuroprosthetic devices will most likely face the challenge to decode the user's motor intention on the basis of non-invasively recorded brain signals with poor spatial resolution.

The success of such closed-loop rehabilitative neuroprosthetic devices is dependent on whether the user's movement intention can be reliably decoded from the sensorimotor cortex when somatosensory feedback is processed simultaneously. This aspect deserves particular attention for several reasons: Even though sensory cortex and motor cortices are distinct anatomical regions, they share the same somatotopic organization and have an important functional relationship. The realization of complex and smooth limb movements relies heavily on the integration of sensory information to permit the dynamical adjustment of the concurrent movement state ([@B35]; [@B53]). If this sensory feedback is absent, as in patients suffering from large fiber sensory neuropathies, a disastrous effect on motor control can be observed ([@B6]; [@B13]). Thus, movements are inevitably associated with considerable amounts of sensorimotor integration and require a concurrent activation and interaction of the motor and sensory cortices. If motor imagery is used to initiate and control movements that generate sensory feedback in a closed-loop manner, it raises the question whether the activation of the sensory cortex interferes with the attempt to detect the user's motor commands encoded in the activation of the motor cortex. Given that both, the imagery and execution of motor actions and the processing of afferent feedback lead to an attenuation of the mu rhythm in the sensorimotor cortex, it is unclear whether it can be clearly distinguished if the attenuation represents activation of the efferent pathways, i.e., execution and imagery of motor actions in the motor cortex or the processing of afferent information in the sensory cortex.

The aim of the following study is to find out if there are distinct differences in the modulation of the mu rhythm that are attributed to the generation of efferent commands. Furthermore, the brain activation patterns were investigated with a classification algorithm to evaluate whether it is desirable to use the mu rhythm as signal to detect the generation of efferent motor commands when sensory feedback is processed simultaneously. For this purpose, brain activity was recorded during performance of a MT that consisted of an isometric grip and a somatosensory electrical stimulation (SS) of the fingertips. In this way, it was possible to investigate (1) how a combined activation of sensory and motor cortex influences the mu rhythm and (2) how solely an activation of the sensory cortex without motor cortex influences the mu rhythm.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Thirteen able-bodied, right-handed subjects (age: 29.1 ± 4.8 years; 2 female, 11 male) without known history of neurological or musculoskeletal disorders participated in the study approved by the ethical committee of the Heidelberg University (S-016/2014). All subjects gave their written informed consent prior to the experiment in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Right-handedness was determined before the experiment using the Hand-Dominanz-Test ([@B55]). Participants were seated in a comfortable chair with both arms fully supported by the armrests and placed in front of a computer screen in ∼1 m distance and EEG was recorded. Subjects were advised to focus on the screen, leave their arms in the resting position on the armchairs and avoid voluntary movements with their hands and body if not stated otherwise throughout the experiment.

Data Acquisition
----------------

Brain signals were acquired using a g.GAMMAcap with 64 active electrodes (g.tec medical engineering GmbH, Schiedlberg, Austria) arranged in the international 10--10 system covering the entire scalp. The ground electrode was placed slightly anterior between the Fz and F2 electrodes. The reference electrode was placed on the mastoid part of the left temporal bone. Impedances of the electrodes were kept below 30 kΩ and checked after each block. Signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 512 Hz and amplified with a multichannel EEG-amplifier (g.HIamp, g.tec medical engineering GmbH, Schiedlberg, Austria), band-pass filtered from 0.1 to 100 Hz and notch filtered at 50 Hz. Grip force was measured with five piezoresistive force sensors (FlexiForce A201 Sensor; Tekscan Inc., South Boston, MA, United States). Sensors were attached to a cylinder (height = 120 mm, Ø = 80 mm) and arranged in a way that each of the subject's fingertips covered exactly one sensor during a natural cylinder grip. The cylinder was fixed to the table in front of the computer screen. Sensors were connected to the g.HIamp amplifier and simultaneously recorded with the EEG signals at a sampling rate of 512 Hz. A dome of epoxide resin (height: 2 mm, surface: ∼1 cm^2^) was glued to the force sensitive area of each sensor to achieve a uniform distribution of forces on the force sensitive area ([@B17]). Furthermore, it facilitated the subject's accurate finger placement for less variability of finger positioning and higher accuracy of the measurements.

Functional Electrical Stimulation
---------------------------------

Functional electrical stimulation was used to generate a uniform superficial somatosensory perception on the subjects' fingertips. FES was performed with a MotionStim8 (MEDEL GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Neuroline 700 surface electrodes (Ambu GmbH, Bad Nauheim, Germany) with a contact area of ∼2.6 cm^2^ were attached to the subject's right hand fingertips. The corresponding return hydrogel electrode (KRAUTH+TIMMERMANN GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) with a surface of ∼44 cm^2^ was placed on the subject's right proximal forearm close to the fossa cubitalis. The stimulation was executed with a current of 1 mA and a pulse width of 50 μm (rectangular charged-balanced-pulses with 100 μs pulse pause between stimulation and charge balancing pulses). Stimulation frequency was set to 60 Hz or 90 Hz depending on the specific experimental condition.

Experimental Design
-------------------

Two different experimental tasks were compared within the paradigm. In MT blocks, subjects were instructed to perform a right-handed MT with the intention to observe a combination of motor cortical activation (generation of efferent commands) and activation of the sensory cortex (processing of afferent feedback) in the EEG. The MT required the subjects to produce and maintain a specific amount of force with an isometric grip around a cylinder based on a visual feedback indicating the applied force (**Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). In SS blocks, subjects kept their arm and hand in a resting position and no MT was executed. Instead, electrical stimulation of the fingertips was performed with the intention to generate a sensory perception that resembled the superficial sensory input perceived during execution of the grip in absence of any motor related activity (**Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Subjects were instructed to avoid any kind of voluntary movement during application of FES.

![Schematic drawing of the experimental setup and the experimental conditions. **(A)** The subject performs an isometric, isotonic grip around a cylinder. The motor task (MT) reflects a combined activation of motor and sensory cortices as efferent motor commands are generated and sensory feedback is processed simultaneously. **(B)** Subject is not involved in a MT but electrical stimulation of the fingertips is applied. The electrical stimulation simulates a sensory perception that resembles the superficial sensory input during the isometric grip in absence of the generation of efferent motor commands.](fnhum-11-00523-g001){#F1}

The tasks were carried out with two different intensities: *low* and *high*. In MT blocks, low and high indicated the amount of isometric grip force that was required to successfully perform the MT. In SS blocks, this referred to the low (60 Hz) and high (90 Hz) electrical stimulation frequency. The MT will be referred to as MT~LOW~ and MT~HIGH~ for execution with low and high grip force. The same notation will be used for SS trials, i.e., SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~ for low and high stimulation frequency. In addition, each block comprised REST trials that were identical to the other trials except no MT was performed and no electrical stimulation pulses applied. The REST trials from MT blocks and SS blocks were used as individual baselines for MT trials and SS trials.

Subjects performed at least 50 successful trials of each experimental condition, summing up to more than 300 trials (including REST trials) in total. In average, trials lasted approximately 12 s and the complete experiment was finished after approximately 90 min. Each subject performed six blocks with at least 50 trials. The sequence of blocks and trials was randomized with the constraint that SS and MT trials were not mixed within the same block. REST trials were equally present within the sum of all MT and SS blocks. Incorrect trials (e.g., subject failed to maintain the required force or executed MT during REST trial were repeated by shuffling them back into the remaining sequence of trials within the block.

Trial Structure
---------------

The structure of the trials will be illustrated using a MT trial as example (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Trials started with a cue (0.3 s) indicating whether or not a REST trial was going to occur. A hand with green dots on the fingertips indicated that execution of MT was required whereas a plain hand without green dots indicated a REST trial. However, subjects received no information whether a MT~LOW~ or MT~HIGH~ trial was going to occur. The cue was followed by a random break sequence of 3--4 s which provided enough time for the subjects to switch their hand from the resting position into the grip position with their fingers loosely placed on the force sensors. Appearance of the visual feedback screen (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) served simultaneously as GO cue for execution of the MT. Excessive grip force was indicated by a red upward arrow whereas a too low force was indicated by a red downward arrow in the visual feedback. Display of a green dot indicated that the applied grip force matched the required target force. Target intervals were specified around the target forces. These target intervals were defined as an average force of 2.5 N ± 20% per finger for MT~LOW~ trials and an average of 6.5 N ± 10% per finger for MT~HIGH~ trials. In the first 2.5 s after appearance of the visual feedback (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) subjects were given time to adapt their grip force with the target force interval. After this orientation phase, grip force was evaluated for 3 s to determine the success of the trial (**Figures [2B,C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The MT was completed successfully if the subject's grip force remained within the target force interval for 80% of the time of the 3 s action phase. After the 3 s action phase, the visual feedback disappeared simultaneously serving as a STOP cue (**Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). In order to ensure that the visual stimulus was consistent across experimental conditions, a visual feedback sequence randomly chosen from a group of 50 pre-recorded MT trials was displayed during SS and REST trials. SS trials showed a small deviation from MT trials as electrical stimulation started at the start of the action phase (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Thus, orientation phase only consisted of a visual feedback and did not include application of FES. Furthermore, the break after cue phase was reduced to 2 s as no change in hand position was required.

![Time course of a MT trial. Green dots on the fingerprints of the cue hand indicated that a non-REST trial was performed, i.e., execution of the MT. A random break taking between 2 and 4 s gave the subject enough time to place his fingers on the force sensors that were attached to the cylinder. Appearance of visual feedback **(A)** served as GO cue to apply grip force. An orientation phase gave the subject time to adapt his grip force to the predefined target force. Grip force was evaluated during the action phase **(B,C)** to determine whether the subject's force was in the target range. Disappearance of the visual feedback **(C)** served as STOP cue. Each trial was followed by a 3.0 s inter-trial break.](fnhum-11-00523-g002){#F2}

Data Preprocessing
------------------

Electroencephalogram recordings were band-pass filtered from 0.5 to 40 Hz and notch-filtered at 36--39 Hz due to an unknown source of contamination at 37.5 Hz present only in the room where the experiments took place. Signals were down-sampled to 128 Hz for the sake of faster post-processing. All EEG recordings were inspected visually and electrodes with too high impedance (\>30 kΩ) or poor signal quality were removed completely from further analysis. Time segments containing electromyographic or movement-related artifacts (mastication, sudden head movements, changing posture) were removed from the affected electrodes individually. Electrodes in which more than 50% of the data points were removed were excluded completely from the subsequent analysis. Three sequences of eye movements (blinks, vertical, and horizontal), each generating a maximum of electrooculographic activity, were recorded prior to the experiment. They were used as template for the automatic recognition and removal of electrooculographic activity in the experimental EEG signals based on the interference subtraction method described by [@B34]. Last, signals were referenced to the Common Average Reference ([@B24]).

Data Analysis
-------------

All successful trials were extracted from the datasets and a time interval of 2 s length, starting 0.5 s after beginning of the action phase and ending 0.5 s before the end of the action phase (**Figures [2B,C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**), was defined as signal period of interest for subsequent analysis and classification. This time interval was chosen as the subject performs an isometric grip with a constant amount of force during that period. It was expected that the somatosensory feedback perceived during that interval matches best with the perception evoked during SS using FES. Time-frequency representations were computed for each electrode on a single-trial basis by applying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the 2 s time interval. A maximum of 50 intervals per subject per experimental condition were obtained according to this scheme. The activation of electrode *E* was calculated by averaging the amplitude of all frequency bins *n* = 1...*M* in the frequency band and all trials *k* = 1...*L* of the specific condition:
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with *q* = 1...*P* denoting the number of electrodes and *x*~nk~ the amplitude in the frequency spectrum at frequency bin *n* in trial *k*. The relative power change at electrode *E* was calculated according to:
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with *exp~E~* and *rest~E~* denoting the activity of electrode *E* during experimental condition and REST, respectively. Using Eqs (1) and (2), the relative power change in brain activity %*Power~E~* was determined for each electrode and experimental condition and averaged across all subjects. Positive power changes will be referred to as event-related synchronization (ERS) whereas negative changes will be referred to as event-related desynchronization (ERD) in accordance with the common notation described by [@B39]. Results were visualized for the alpha (8--13 Hz) and the beta band (14--30 Hz) as scalp maps.

Classification on a Single-Trial Basis
--------------------------------------

The classification of single-trials was performed using a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier ([@B10]). A rather simple feature vector, consisting of 20 spatial features, was used for classification. Each feature represents neural activity captured at one of the twenty electrodes covering bilateral sensorimotor and central areas (CF3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, C4, C2, Cz, C1, C3, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, P4, P2, Pz, P1, P3; based on [@B11]). Features were calculated by averaging the amplitude of all frequency bins in the alpha band derived from the time interval of interest for each trial and specific electrode. Based on numerous studies that indicate the importance of beta oscillations during movement execution and object grasping ([@B25]; [@B18]; [@B61]), all classifications were performed a second time with another feature vector. This vector included the 20 features derived from the alpha band plus 20 additional features derived from the beta band, calculated in an identical way to the alpha band features. In this way, it was possible to examine whether the beta band contributes additional information that might improve the detection of efferent motor commands.

Regular classification performance was assessed for all experimental conditions subject-wise using four distinct LDA classifiers trained in a binary classification task to distinguish (1) MT~LOW~ vs. REST (2) MT~HIGH~ vs. REST (3) SS~LOW~ vs. REST and (4) SS~HIGH~ vs. REST. These four classifiers will be referred to as regular classifiers (RC) because they were trained and tested on the same dataset using a five-fold cross-validation and thus reflect the general classification performance. Since all RCs performed a classification of an experimental condition against REST, they will be referred to as MT~LOW~, MT~HIGH~, SS~LOW~, and SS~HIGH~ without specifically mentioning the REST condition for the convenience of shorter notation.

In a second classification experiment, we attempted to target the problem whether the classification of MT trials is solely driven by the discriminatory properties of EEG signals that originate in the motor cortex during ME or if it might be driven by a combination of efferent-related and sensory feedback-related components in the EEG signal. Classifications were repeated but the classifiers' performances were assessed with trials from the opposite class, meaning that MT classifiers were tested with SS trials and SS classifiers were tested with MT trials. This process will be denoted as cross-classification and the respective classifiers as cross-classifiers (CC). An example: the classifier was trained to distinguish MT~LOW~ vs. REST trials. Instead of evaluating the classifier's performance with a dataset comprising MT~LOW~ and REST trials, the performance was now evaluated with a dataset comprising SS~LOW~ vs. REST trials or SS~HIGH~ vs. REST trials. Thus, the performance of both MT classifiers (MT~LOW~ and MT~HIGH~) was tested with both types of SS trials (SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~) and vice versa. CCs will be described by mentioning the class on which they were trained first and secondly the class with which they were tested. Again, REST trials will be omitted in the notation. As example: the cross-classifier MT~LOW~/SS~HIGH~ was trained with dataset comprising MT~LOW~ vs. REST trials and tested with a dataset comprising SS~HIGH~ vs. REST trials.

Software and Statistical Analysis
---------------------------------

Data processing, analysis, and classification were performed using MATLAB R2014a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, United States). Signal recording and presentation of the paradigm was integrated into a custom-made MATLAB Simulink model. The results from the spatial activation pattern are given as the relative power change from baseline ± standard deviation (SD). The classifiers were trained and tested using the *fitcdiscr()/predict()* from the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox. Topographical plots were created using a custom-made MATLAB function. Significant changes in electrode activity and classification accuracy were calculated using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The threshold for statistical significance was set to α ≤ 0.05. α values ≤ 0.10 will be denoted as trend. The *post hoc* analysis was performed using the Tukey--Kramer method.

Performance of the classifiers was evaluated in terms of classification accuracy, i.e., the percentage of correctly predicted class memberships amongst all classified trials. Classification accuracy was considered significant if the percentage of correctly classified trials exceeded chance level. As classification error can be assumed to follow a binomial cumulative distribution ([@B8]), classification accuracy was considered significantly above chancel level (*p* ≤ 0.05) when the percentage of correctly predicted trials exceeded approximately 59%. Classification results are reported as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) in the text and as box plots in the figures. Central lines in the box plots indicate the median, while diamonds represent the mean.

Results
=======

Motor Task Performance
----------------------

On average, subjects completed the MT successfully in 86.4 ± 8.8% of MT~LOW~ trials and in 81.6 ± 8.5% of MT~HIGH~ trials. The majority of subjects (9 out of 13) performed the MT with low grip force better than the MT requiring high grip force. However, this difference in performance was not statistically significant but indicated a trend (*p* = 0.09).

Signal Quality
--------------

On average, 79.5 ± 10.1% of the recorded data point survived preprocessing steps and were included in the analysis. Frontal and temporal channels were affected stronger by physiological artifacts like eye blinks, mastication or head movements than other electrodes. In contrast, electrodes in the center of the scalp provided a better signal quality and were only rarely affected by artifacts or technical interferences. Electrodes FP1 and F6 were excluded from the analysis completely since they exhibited extremely poor signal quality in almost all subjects and less than 50% of the data points survived preprocessing steps.

Analysis of Power Changes in the Alpha and Beta Band
----------------------------------------------------

The frequency spectra in **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** illustrate the power changes during execution of the MT (left), SS of the fingertips (right) vs. the respective REST condition recorded around the contralateral sensorimotor cortex (C3) averaged over all trials and subjects. As expected, execution of the MT and SS were associated with a prominent decrease in power spectral density in the alpha band in comparison to the REST condition. In comparison, alterations in the beta band were extremely small during execution of the MT and SS. Similar alpha band power changes were observed in all bilateral sensorimotor electrodes with varying degrees of manifestation (data not shown).

![Frequency spectra depicting characteristic power changes around the contralateral sensorimotor cortex (C3) averaged over all subjects. Spectrum with blue squares depicts the rest condition. Spectrums with green circles and red triangles depict the experimental conditions performed with low and high intensity, respectively. **(A)** Execution of the MT leads to a significant mu event-related desynchronization (ERD) in comparison to the rest condition for low and high task intensities. There was no significant difference in mu ERD between execution of the MT with low and high intensity. **(B)** Sensory stimulation (SS) leads to a significant mu ERD compared to the rest condition. The mu ERD caused by SS was smaller than the mu ERD caused by the MT. There was no significant difference in mu ERD between SS with low and high intensity.](fnhum-11-00523-g003){#F3}

### Spatial Activation Pattern in the Alpha Band

**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}** shows the topographical distribution of alpha power changes relative to the baseline (REST) averaged over all subjects for all experimental conditions. The scalp maps revealed ellipsoid ERD spots covering bilateral sensorimotor cortices (i.e., mu rhythm) primarily including fronto-central (FC), central (C), and centro-parietal (CP) electrodes. These spatial pattern were preserved in all experimental conditions and characterized by a peak ERD at C3, followed by a smaller ERD in CP3 and FC3 (pre-motor cortex) in the contralateral hemisphere. A symmetrical spatial configuration was detected at the ipsilateral hemisphere with a peak ERD at C4, followed by a smaller ERD at CP4 and FC4. The largest spectral power decreases relative to the baseline were always detected in the same three electrodes in all experimental conditions (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**), localized around the contralateral (C3) and ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex (C4) as well as the contralateral centro-parietal cortex (CP3).

![Scalp maps depicting power changes in the alpha band during execution of the MT (subfigure **A**) and sensory stimulation of the fingertips (SS; subfigure **B**) relative to rest and averaged over all subjects. Event-related synchronization (ERS) is encoded in red and desynchronization (ERD) in blue. Channels denoted with red letters were removed from the analysis and set to neutral in the plots. All experimental conditions were characterized by highly similar spatial configurations covering bilateral sensorimotor areas with peak ERDs around the contralateral motor cortex (C3), ipsilateral motor cortex (C4), and the contralateral centro-parietal cortex (CP3). Execution of the MT lead to a significantly stronger ERD in these channels compared to sensory stimulation (note the scaling of the color bars). There were no significant differences within the ERDs caused by the MT with low and high intensity or SS with low and high intensity.](fnhum-11-00523-g004){#F4}

###### 

Decrease in alpha power in sensorimotor electrodes given as relative change (%) from baseline (REST).

             Contralateral   Ipsilateral                        
  ---------- --------------- ------------- ------ ------ ------ ------
  MT~LOW~    23.8            17.8          11.9   18.1   13.7   10.6
  MT~HIGH~   28.9            24.6          14.3   26.9   21.0   15.5
  SS~LOW~    17.2            14.0          9.4    12.3   10.3   5.6
  SS~HIGH~   18.6            14.5          10.9   12.6   9.9    6.8
                                                                

Execution of the MT~LOW~ lead to a significant reduction of alpha band power in FC3 (*p* \< 0.05), C3 (*p* \< 0.001), CP3 (*p* \< 0.05), C4 (*p* \< 0.01), and CP4 (*p* \< 0.01) compared to REST. Electrode FC1 indicated a trend (*p* = 0.1). Execution of the MT~HIGH~ lead to a significant reduction of alpha band power in FC3 (*p* \< 0.01), FC1 (*p* \< 0.05), FC4 (*p* \< 0.05), C3 (*p* \< 0.001), C1 (*p* \< 0.05), C2 (*p* \< 0.05), C4 (*p* \< 0.0001), and CP3 (*p* \< 0.001). Electrodes FCz (*p* = 0.07), FC2 (*p* = 0.07), CP2 (*p* = 0.08), P3 (*p* = 0.09), P3 (*p* = 0.1) indicated a trend. In contrast, a significant reduction of alpha band power was only observed in electrode C3 (*p* \< 0.05) during SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~. Electrode CP3 indicated a trend (*p* = 0.08 and *p* = 0.07) in both conditions whereas electrode C1 indicated a trend only during SS~HIGH~ (*p* = 0.08).

There were no significant differences in alpha band power between both MT conditions (**Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) and no significant differences between both SS conditions (**Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) in all of the 20 bilateral sensorimotor electrodes that were included in the analysis. However, a comparison of power changes of MT~LOW+HIGH~ vs. SS~LOW+HIGH~ revealed a significantly reduced alpha band power in FC3 (*p* \< 0.05), FC1 (*p* \< 0.01), FCz (*p* \< 0.01), FC2 (*p* \< 0.01), FC4 (*p* \< 0.01), C3 (*p* \< 0.01), C1 (*p* \< 0.05), Cz (*p* \< 0.05), C2 (*p* \< 0.01), C4 (*p* \< 0.01), CP3 (*p* \< 0.05), and P3 (*p* \< 0.001) during execution of the MT compared to SS. Electrode CP4 indicated a trend (*p* = 0.06).

### Spatial Activation Pattern in the Beta Band

**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}** shows the topographical distribution of beta band power changes relative to the baseline (REST) averaged over all subjects for all experimental conditions. The spectral power decreases for the C, FC, and CP electrodes were summarized in **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**. The scalp maps revealed power changes with a similar topography as observed in the alpha band. However, reduction of alpha band power (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) was stronger than the reduction of beta band power (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**) in all of the experimental conditions. Execution of the MT~HIGH~ (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) was again associated with the strongest ERD among all conditions, covering bilateral sensorimotor cortices with some dissemination toward centro-parietal and frontal areas. Execution of MT~LOW~ was characterized by an even less prominent ERD covering the contralateral motor cortex. Scalp maps of SS (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) were characterized by a peak ERD around C3 during SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~ and revealed no apparent differences between the stimulation intensities. However, in comparison to the alpha band power changes, beta ERD occurred more lateralized around the contralateral hemisphere.

![Scalp maps depicting power changes in the beta band during execution of the MT (subfigure **A**) and sensory stimulation of the fingertips (SS; subfigure **B**) relative to rest and averaged over all subjects. Event-related synchronization (ERS) is encoded in red and desynchronization (ERD) in blue. Channels denoted with red letters were removed from the analysis and set to neutral in the plots. All experimental conditions were characterized by a peak ERD around the contralateral motor cortex (C3). Execution of the MT with high intensity showed some involvement of the contralateral centro-parietal cortex (CP3) and a spread toward fronto-central areas. SS with low and high intensity showed a lateralization toward the contralateral motor cortex (C3) and only little involvement of the ipsilateral sensorimotor areas. There were no significant differences within the ERDs caused by the MT with low and high intensity or SS with low and high intensity.](fnhum-11-00523-g005){#F5}

###### 

Decrease in beta power in sensorimotor electrodes given as relative change (%) from baseline (REST).

             Contralateral   Ipsilateral                      
  ---------- --------------- ------------- ----- ------ ----- -----
  MT~LOW~    8.5             6.0           4.1   5.2    6.0   5.9
  MT~HIGH~   13.7            11.0          6.6   11.5   9.0   9.6
  SS~LOW~    7.4             7.3           4.2   4.5    5.0   2.0
  SS~HIGH~   8.7             7.1           4.6   5.0    5.2   1.2
                                                              

Execution of the MT~LOW~ lead to a significant reduction of beta band power in electrode C3 (*p* \< 0.05) compared to REST. In contrast, execution of the MT~HIGH~ lead to a significant reduction of beta band power in FC1 (*p* \< 0.001), FCz (*p* \< 0.001), FC2 (*p* \< 0.01) FC4 (*p* \< 0.05), C3 (*p* \< 0.001), C1 (*p* \< 0.01), Cz (*p* \< 0.05), C2 (*p* \< 0.05), C4 (*p* \< 0.01), CP3 (*p* \< 0.001), and CP4 (*p* \< 0.05). Electrode CP1 (*p* = 0.08) indicated a trend. During SS~HIGH~, significant reduction of beta band power was only observed in electrode C3 (*p* \< 0.05), indicating a trend during SS~LOW~ (*p* = 0.09). Furthermore, electrode CP3 indicated a trend during SS~LOW~ (*p* = 0.051) and SS~HIGH~ (*p* = 0.055). Additionally, electrodes C1 and P3 indicated a trend (*p* = 0.08 and *p* = 0.07, respectively) during SS~HIGH~.

Similar to the alpha band power changes, we found no significant differences in beta band power between both MT conditions (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) and no significant differences between both SS conditions (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) in all of the 20 bilateral sensorimotor electrodes that were included in the analysis. The comparison of power changes of MT~LOW+HIGH~ vs. ~SSLOW+HIGH~ revealed no significant differences during execution of the MT compared to SS. However, a trend was revealed in electrodes FC2 (*p* = 0.09), FC4 (*p* = 0.09) and CP1 (*p* = 0.1).

Single-Trial Classification
---------------------------

Classifications were performed with 86.5 ± 6.7 trials on average. The classification performances of the four RCs using alpha band features were averaged across all subjects (*n* = 13) and summarized in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**. The classification accuracies of these classifiers are depicted as boxplots in **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**. Performance of MT~LOW~ and MT~HIGH~ classifiers was significantly above statistical chance level with a classification accuracy of 76.5 ± 3.8% and 77.6 ± 3.7%, respectively. There was no statistical significant difference between classification accuracies of both MT classifiers (*p* = 0.97). Classification with SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~ classifiers exceeded statistical chance level with average classification accuracies of 63.9 ± 3.6% and 62.7 ± 3.4%, respectively. There was also no significant difference between classification accuracy of the SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~ classifiers (*p* = 0.96). However, SS classifiers performed significantly worse than MT classifiers (*p* \< 10^-8^).

###### 

Confusion matrices summarizing the classification performance of the four regular classifiers (RC) using alpha band features averaged over all subjects (*n* = 13).

                          Prediction                                          
  ------------ ---------- -------------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ----------
               MT~LOW~    35.5           8.4        SS~LOW~    29.9           13.7
               REST       12.1           30.5       REST       17.7           24.9
                                                                              
  **Actual**                                                                  
                          **MT~HIGH~**   **REST**              **SS~HIGH~**   **REST**
                                                                              
               MT~HIGH~   36.7           7.7        SS~HIGH~   28.5           15.3
               REST       12.0           30.6       REST       17.0           25.5
                                                                              

![Box plots depicting the classification accuracies of the four regular classifiers (RC) using alpha band features averaged across all subjects. All classifiers performed a binary classification of an experimental condition vs. rest. Classifiers were trained and tested using a five-fold cross-validation. Each of these classifiers performed significantly above chance. MT classifiers reached significantly higher classification accuracies than sensory stimulation (SS) classifiers (*p* \< 10^-8^). The vertical dotted gray line depicts the statistical chance level (58.9%). Mean classification accuracies are depicted by the diamond. Central lines within the boxes represent the median.](fnhum-11-00523-g006){#F6}

The classification performances of the RCs using alpha and beta band features were averaged over all subjects and summarized in **Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**. The classification accuracies are depicted as boxplots in **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**. In detail, MT~LOW~ and MT~HIGH~ classifiers performed significantly above chance level with a classification accuracy of 73.6 ± 4.1% and 73.5 ± 4.7%. The SS~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~ classifiers exceeded chance level with classification accuracies of 63.9 ± 3.1% and 61.2 ± 3.2%, respectively. Thus, classification using alpha band and beta band features revealed very similar results to the classification using alpha band features only. There were no significant differences in classification accuracy between both MT classifiers (*p* = 0.99) and both SS classifiers (*p* = 0.68). Furthermore, SS classifiers performed again significantly worse than MT classifiers (*p* \< 10^-6^).

###### 

Confusion matrices summarizing the classification performance of the four regular classifiers (RC) using alpha and beta band features averaged over all subjects (*n* = 13).

                          Prediction                                          
  ------------ ---------- -------------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ----------
               MT~LOW~    33.7           10.2       SS~LOW~    28.4           15.2
               REST       12.8           29.8       REST       16.1           26.5
                                                                              
  **Actual**                                                                  
                          **MT~HIGH~**   **REST**              **SS~HIGH~**   **REST**
                                                                              
               MT~HIGH~   34.4           10.0       SS~HIGH~   27.1           16.8
               REST       13.3           29.3       REST       16.8           25.9
                                                                              

![Box plots depicting the classification accuracies of the four regular classifiers (RC) using alpha and beta band features averaged across all subjects. All classifiers performed a binary classification of an experimental condition vs. rest. Classifiers were trained and tested using a five-fold cross-validation. Each of these classifiers performed significantly above chance. MT classifiers reached significantly higher classification accuracies than sensory stimulation (SS) classifiers (*p* \< 10^-6^). The vertical dotted gray line depicts the statistical chance level (58.9%). Mean classification accuracies are depicted by the diamond. Central lines within the boxes represent the median.](fnhum-11-00523-g007){#F7}

The classification performances of the CCs trained on MT and tested with SS were averaged (across all subjects) and summarized in **Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}**. The classification accuracies are depicted as boxplots in **Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**. All CCs reached classification accuracies significantly above chance (*p* \< 0.05). There was no significant difference in classification accuracy of these CCs in comparison to the regular SS classifiers. The classification accuracies for the CCs MT~LOW~/SS~LOW~ and MT~HIGH~/SS~LOW~ were 63.3 ± 2.8% and 62.9 ± 3.2%, respectively. The CCs MT~LOW~/SS~HIGH~ and MT~HIGH~/SS~HIGH~ were exceeding statistical chance level with classification accuracies of 64.0 ± 2.6% and 62.4 ± 3.3%. Thus, cross-classification using SS as test set for classifiers trained on MT resulted in classification accuracies as good as the RCs that were specifically trained to distinguish SS vs. REST. The classification accuracy of the CCs trained on SS and tested with MT were averaged (across all subjects) and summarized in **Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}**. The classification accuracies are depicted as boxplots in **Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}**. All CCs classifiers reached classification accuracies significantly above chance (*p* \< 0.05). Interestingly, all CCs classifiers reached higher classification accuracies than the regular SS classifiers. In detail, the classification accuracies for the CCs SS~LOW~/MT~LOW~ and SS~HIGH~/MT~LOW~ were 67.9 ± 1.1% and 67.5 ± 1.3%, respectively. The cross-classifiers SS~LOW~/MT~HIGH~ and SS~HIGH~/MT~HIGH~ were exceeding statistical chance level with classification accuracies of 70.1 ± 1.2% and 70.7 ± 1.3%, respectively. Thus, cross-classification using MT as test set for classifiers trained on SS resulted in even better classification accuracies than the RCs that were specifically trained to distinguish SS vs. REST.

###### 

Confusion matrices summarizing the classification performance of the cross-classifiers (CC) using alpha band features, trained on MT and tested with SS averaged over all subjects (*n* = 13).

                          Prediction                                          
  ------------ ---------- -------------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ----------
               MT~LOW~    28.5           15.0       MT~LOW~    29.3           14.5
               SS~LOW~                              SS~HIGH~                  
               REST       16.5           26.2       REST       16.5           26.2
                                                                              
  **Actual**                                                                  
                          **MT~HIGH~**   **REST**              **MT~HIGH~**   **REST**
                          **SS~LOW~**                          **SS~HIGH~**   
                                                                              
               MT~HIGH~   27.5           16.0       MT~HIGH~   27.3           16.5
               SS~LOW~                              SS~HIGH~                  
               REST       15.9           26.7       REST       15.9           26.7
                                                                              

![Box plots depicting the results of the cross-classification (CC) using sensory stimulation (SS) trials as input for classifiers trained on the classification of MT trials. The abscissa shows the classifications that were performed. The upper row denotes the trials that were used in the training step; the lower row denotes the trials that were used in the testing step, i.e., evaluation of the classification performance. Third and sixth boxplots depict the regular SS classifiers that serve as controls. All CCs performed significantly above chance level (*p* \< 0.05). There was no significant difference in performance of any of these classifications (*p* = 0.97). CCs were able to perform classification as good as the regular classifiers (RCs) that were specifically trained to distinguish SS trials from rest trials. The vertical dotted gray line depicts the statistical chance level (58.9%). Mean classification accuracies are depicted by the diamond. Central lines within the boxes represent the median.](fnhum-11-00523-g008){#F8}

###### 

Confusion matrices summarizing the classification performance of the cross-classifiers (CC) using alpha band features, trained on SS and tested with MT averaged over all subjects (*n* = 13).

                          Prediction                                          
  ------------ ---------- -------------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ----------
               SS~LOW~    30.5           13.4       SS~HIGH~   30.8           13.0
               MT~LOW~                              MT~LOW~                   
               REST       14.6           28.0       REST       15.2           27.5
                                                                              
  **Actual**                                                                  
                          **SS~LOW~**    **REST**              **SS~HIGH~**   **REST**
                          **MT~HIGH~**                         **MT~HIGH~**   
                                                                              
               SS~LOW~    32.7           11.7       SS~HIGH~   33.8           10.6
               MT~HIGH~                             MT~HIGH~                  
               REST       14.6           28.0       REST       15.2           27.5
                                                                              

![Box plots depicting the results of the cross-classification (CC) using MT trials as input for classifiers trained on the classification of sensory stimulation (SS) trials. Upper row denotes the trials that were used in the training step; lower row denotes the trials that were used in the testing step, i.e., evaluation of the classification performance. All CCs performed significantly above chance (*p* \< 0.05). The CCs trained on SS and tested with MT trials reached higher classification accuracies than the regular SS classifiers (third and sixth). The CC trained on SS~HIGH~ (high intensity of SS) and tested on MT~HIGH~ (high force in the MT) even performed significantly better than the regular SS~HIGH~ classifier. The classification accuracy of the CC trained on SS~LOW~ (low intensity of sensory stimulation) and tested on MT~HIGH~ was not significantly higher than the regular SS~HIGH~ classifier but indicated a trend (*p* \< 0.09). The vertical dotted gray line depicts the statistical chance level (58.9%). Mean classification accuracies are depicted by the diamond. Central lines within the boxes represent the median.](fnhum-11-00523-g009){#F9}

There was a significant difference in classification accuracy between the SS~HIGH~/MT~HIGH~ classifier and the regular SS~HIGH~ classifier (*p* \< 0.05). The difference in classification accuracy between the SS~LOW~/MT~HIGH~ classifier and the regular SS~LOW~ classifier only indicated a trend and was not statistically significant (*p* = 0.09). Thus, the classifiers trained on SS and tested with MT resulted in even better classification accuracies than the regular SS classifiers. However, a comparison to the RCs (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) also revealed that they still performed significantly worse than the regular MT classifiers (*p* \< 0.05).

Discussion
==========

Spatial Activation Pattern
--------------------------

Within this study, it was investigated if the activation of the motor cortex leads to a modulation of the mu rhythm that is different from the modulation of the mu rhythm caused by the processing of sensory feedback in the sensory cortex. The MT provided an experimental setting in which the subjects perceived sensory feedback and adapted their motor output (isometric grip) to a predefined force level accordingly. A SS of the fingertips was performed to simulate the superficial touch perception in a reproducible and standardized way and the associated afferent feedback that was perceived during performance of MT without contemporaneous generation of efferent control and activation of the motor cortex.

The analysis revealed that the modulation of the mu rhythm (8-13 Hz) during execution of the MT and SS resembled each other to a very high degree. In both conditions, we observed a strong mu ERD localized around the standard sensorimotor electrodes, including the contralateral (C3) and ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex (C4) with a strong dissemination to centro-parietal cortex (CP3 and CP4). A less prominent ERD was observed bilaterally in the fronto-central electrodes (FC3 and FC4). These results are in line with previous studies that reported bilateral mu ERD during performance of various upper extremity movement-related tasks ([@B41]; [@B51]; [@B25]). Likewise, bilateral mu ERD has been observed during pure somatosensory stimulation, e.g., electrical stimulation of the median nerve ([@B29]) or tactile stimulation of the index finger ([@B36]; [@B5]). Furthermore, we discovered a stable ellipsoid ERD pattern, covering both sensorimotor cortices in anterior-posterior direction, consisting of a peak ERD at electrode C3/C4, followed by a smaller ERD in electrode CP3/CP4 and FC3/FC4 in the contralateral/ipsilateral hemisphere that was preserved in all experimental conditions.

The activation of the motor cortex during execution of the MT was indicated by two changes in mu rhythm. First, while the ERD peaks were slightly more lateralized toward the contralateral sensorimotor cortex during SS (C3 \> CP3 \> C4 \> CP4), execution of the MT was associated with an ERD that occurred more bilaterally (C3 \> C4 \> CP3 \> CP4). However, this change might negligible, considering that the most prominent ERD peaks were still recorded in the same three central and centro-parietal electrodes (C3, CP3, and C4) in all experimental conditions. Secondly, our study showed that the mu ERD was significantly stronger during execution of the MT compared to SS in the majority of bilateral sensorimotor electrodes. Thus, while an activation of the motor cortex did not lead to a prominent change in the spatial configuration of the mu ERD when movements were executed, it was associated with a significantly stronger mu ERD in the electrodes that already captured the mu ERD caused by afferent feedback.

These findings are largely in accordance with the established neurophysiological concept that alpha rhythms indicate a state of cortical idling, disappearing when the respective cortical area becomes activated ([@B37]; [@B48]). While SS only activates the sensory cortex, execution of the MT requires an additional activation of the motor cortex as efferent commands are generated. Thus, the stronger mu ERD during executed movements likely reflects a combination of the mu ERD caused by the processing of afferent feedback and the mu ERD caused by the generation of efferent commands. This is supported by other studies reporting that an isolated activation of the motor cortex through motor imagery ([@B25]) or an isolated activation of the sensory cortex through somatosensory stimulation ([@B50]) lead to a mu ERD with a similar spatial topography but smaller magnitude than the mu ERD caused by a combined activation of both cortices through executed movements. However, it has to be considered that a dynamic adjustment of grip force, as demanded in the MT, relies heavily on proprioceptive sensations derived from muscle spindles rather than superficial sensibility ([@B47]; [@B45]). Thus, parts of the stronger mu ERD during execution of the MT could be attributed to the processing of proprioceptive feedback. This is another important factor likely reducing the partial contribution of the efferent commands to the observable mu ERD when sensory feedback is present.

Furthermore, the lack of distinct differences in the spatial configuration of the ERD pattern raises the question whether the mu rhythm really encodes the activation of the sensory and motor cortices in an independent and cortex-specific manner. In fact, the stable spatial configuration seems contradictory, as this suggests that the modulation of the mu rhythm is caused by one sensorimotor network that engages to a different extent in both experimental conditions rather than two functionally distinct networks that are activated independently from each other. Furthermore, the view on the alpha rhythms' role has been extended in the past from their initial inhibitory function toward a more complex but inherent cortical mechanism involved in the organization of the brain's processing capacities and spatiotemporal integration of distinct but interconnected brain regions ([@B33]; [@B19]; [@B46]).

Therefore, it might be more reasonable to interpret the mu rhythm in this recent framework of rhythmic alpha activity, indicating the activation of a superordinate sensorimotor network involved in the spatiotemporal organization of sensorimotor processing, exhibiting an inverse relationship to the computational effort with respect to integration of (sensory) information within the entire sensorimotor cortex. By comparing the two conditions, it is apparent that the MT is a much more complex task in terms of multimodal sensorimotor integration as it requires additional incorporation of proprioceptive feedback to dynamically adjust the generation of efferent commands compared to the processing of exclusively afferent feedback. Thus, although the magnitude of the mu ERD changes significantly as the motor cortex is activated during execution of the MT, our results suggest that the effect is attributed to sensorimotor integration in the entire sensorimotor cortex rather than specifically encoding the generation of efferent commands in the motor cortex.

Classification of Single-Trials
-------------------------------

The classification of single-trials was performed as additional more data-driven measure to investigate the problems that can be encountered when the generation of efferent commands is detected based on a modulation of the mu rhythm when afferent feedback is processed simultaneously. Overall, the results from the classification are in consistency with the observations from the spatial activation pattern. This can be explained with the complementary nature of the spatial activation patterns and the classification algorithm. In general, spatial activation pattern represent a form of encoding model that uses information about the experimental conditions to predict the brain activity. Information from individual trials are averaged and analyzed together to obtain an estimate of the associated brain activation. The classification algorithm is a decoding model and works the other way around, i.e., it uses brain activity from individual trials to estimate the associated experimental condition ([@B27]).

More precisely, the classification algorithm analyzes the brain activity in all individual trials of a subject to find a projection of the feature space that shows a maximal difference in means of brain activity recorded at individual electrodes between the experimental conditions and a minimal variance within each experimental condition ([@B23]). Based on this, the algorithm develops a statistical model that allows the classification of the experimental conditions by evaluating a weighted sum of the characteristic features. The spatial activation patterns are simply a visual representation of the differences in brain activity between SS or MT and REST condition (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Thus, a strong mu ERD corresponds to a large difference in recorded brain activity between the experimental conditions. Since the classification algorithm searches for a projection that maximizes the difference in mean between the conditions, the classification outcome will be largely dependent on the standard sensorimotor electrodes that recorded a large mu ERD (C3, CP3, C4, and CP4), as their strong activation corresponds to a large difference in mean, making them a good feature to predict the subject's (sensorimotor) behavior and the corresponding experimental condition.

Indeed, the results from the classification confirm the assumptions drawn from the spatial activation pattern, emphasizing the idea of the mu rhythm with a rather unspecific role in sensorimotor processing. As example, all CC trained on MT and tested with SS reached classification accuracies significantly above chance (**Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). From a neurophysiological point of view, this result seems odd, considering that SS only reflects brain activity during processing of sensory feedback without the generation of efferent motor commands. If the classification of MT trials was in some way dependent on brain activity that originates during generation of efferent commands, the MT classifiers should fail to classify SS trials significantly above chance as they do not contain efferent commands. However, the analysis of the activation pattern already revealed the lack of major differences in the spatial configuration between execution of the MT and SS. Instead, both were characterized by peak ERDs in the same bilateral sensorimotor electrodes. Thus, with respect to the mathematical working principle of the classification algorithm described above, it is reasonable to deduce that the classifiers, whether they are trained on MT or SS, always strongly rely on these four sensorimotor electrodes when deciding to which experimental condition a trial belongs. As consequence, cross-classification worked well even though SS does not contain any efferent commands.

Conversely, classifiers trained on SS were also able to classify MT trials significantly above chance. This is indeed explainable from a neurophysiological point of view, considering that SS and MT both contain brain activity associated with the processing of afferent sensory feedback. However, all classifiers reached higher classification accuracies than the regular SS classifiers, even significantly higher for the SS~HIGH~/MT~HIGH~ classifier and indicting a trend for the SS~LOW~/MT~HIGH~ classifier. This higher classification accuracy is attributed to the stronger brain activation represented by a significantly lower averaged amplitude of nearly all alpha band frequency bins during execution of the MT. Since the SS classifier weights the same electrodes as a MT classifier, the stronger activation during execution of the MT simply makes it easier for the classifier to decide to which experimental condition a trial belongs. Indeed, the RC already revealed a significantly better classification performance of MT classifiers, indicating that the stronger brain activity during motor execution permits a better distinction vs. REST in comparison to the SS trials. Thus, these results strongly support the hypothesis that the classifiers always evaluate the same electrodes with similar weights when assigning a trial to a condition. This hypothesis would also explain why the addition of beta band features did not further increase the classification accuracy during regular classification. The spatial pattern already indicated that the changes in beta power were relatively small compared to the alpha power changes. Thus, when the classifier finds a projection that maximizes the difference in class means, the alpha band features from these four electrodes will largely drive this process whereas the beta band features might have little impact. However, it should be clarified that this does not imply that the beta band does not contain any useful information for the detection of motor commands in general. Instead, the results rather demonstrate that small changes in beta oscillations might only play a minor role for classification in the presence of stronger alpha band changes even if those are not truly specific for the experimental condition itself, leading to a classifier that is based on the most prominent, but maybe "wrong" pattern. Here, this "wrong" pattern corresponds to the mu ERD that shows a similar topographical pattern with similar amplitudes during different sensorimotor conditions even though the modulation does not seem to be specific for the generation of efferent commands.

Furthermore, studies have shown that motor imagery is represented by similar neural substrates as motor execution but the associated brain activity is around ∼25--30% smaller in magnitude ([@B43]; [@B26]). Based on our results, it can be expected that a motor imagery based detection of motor intention and control are even more prone to a false positive detection caused by sensory feedback as both processes are not only characterized by similar spatial patterns but also likely match in magnitude. However, this hypothesis needs to be confirmed in future studies using motor imagery. The results of this study are limited to some extent, as three of the study participants (S1, S7, and S8) did not show any apparent patterns around the sensorimotor cortex in relation to the experimental conditions likely reducing the significance of the results. As a consequence, classification accuracies only exceeded statistical chance level in at best one of the four regular classifiers in these subjects. However, this finding is in line with [@B30], demonstrating that the mu rhythm only appears in 76% of the able-bodied population. Furthermore, EEG source localization algorithms might give additional information about the cortical origin of the mu ERD and provide further insights in the underlying motor and/or sensory-related processes. However, these algorithms are computationally demanding and not real-time compatible. Thus, their benefit might be quite limited for rehabilitative technologies that use BCI-based detection of motor commands in the attempt to re-establish a functional sensorimotor loop to promote motor learning.

Conclusion
==========

Overall, our results demonstrate some of the jeopardies that can be encountered when the mu rhythm is used to detect efferent motor commands. We found that different aspects of sensorimotor processing are characterized by identical spatial pattern of the mu rhythm, even if decisive factors like the activation of the motor cortex during generation of efferent motor commands are absent. Thus, mu rhythm based detection of efferent motor commands is highly susceptible to a false positives caused by the processing of afferent sensory feedback.
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